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Day and Date

PROCEEDINGS OF THE DAY

@
S u bject Project Hearing
RPIN 335
Project AIPL Autograph
Promoter M/s Advance India Projects Lrd.
Represented through Mrs. Asmita Malhorra (ARJ

Ms. Pallavi Kalia (ARJ
Proceeding recorded by Sh. Ashish Kush, Planning Execurive

subiect: Project hearing regarding the registration of cyber park colony namely "AIpL 
]

Autograph" admeasuring 6.L375
developed by M/s Advance India p

Sh. Ashish Kush, Planning Executive briefed

Ms. Asmita Mehrotra, Authorised Signatory
are present on behalfofthe promoter.

The promoter M/s Advance India Project
Transfer of license (License Holder) applie
namely "AIPL Autograph" located at Sector
Estate (Regulations and Development) Act,
dated 03.06.2021 and RPIN-335. The Tem
PRol-B18-2021. The proiect area for registration is same as that of the licensed area i.c.
6.1375 acres. License no - lL2 of 2072 daced 27,LO.ZO1.Z. The application for
registration was scrutinized and 1st deficiency notice vide notice. no.
HARERA/GGM/RPIN/335 dated 11.06.202
opportunity of being heard on 23.06.20
(Authorise Signatory), Ms. Pallavi Kalia (
(Authorised Signatory) were present on be
reply in the hearing itself and the same
agreement made with the lender, Vis a vis
transfer of 70% amount in same and lien th
Kumar (CA) and to give his findings and rec
service plan and estimates have also been
approval and is under their consideration a
reply dated 25.06.2021is scrutinized bur de
06.07 .2021, the authority directed rhe prom
is fixed for 20.07.202r. on 06.07.2021, the promoter submitted the approval letter of
service plans and estimates. On 72.07.2021, and L4.07.ZOZL the promoter submitred the
representation regarding the late fee. on 20.07.2021, the promoter submitted the reply i
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submitted another reply on 22,07.2021which was scrutinized and the deficiencies are
mentioned below:

1. Deficit Fee- Rs 99,44,747/-. Kindly submit the clarification regarding the
applicability of late fee- Rs99,76,94L.

2. The annexures in the online application are not uploaded as well as the
correction needs to be done in the online [A-H) application.

3. DPI needs to be revised.
4. Fire Scheme Approval needs to be submitted.
5. Approvals / NOC's from various agencies for connecting external services like

storm water drainage needs to be submitted.
6. Quarterly schedule of physical progress unit-wise needs to be filled in DPI.

7. Quarterly schedule physical progress stagewise needs to be filled in DPl.
B. Quarterly schedule physical progress of infrastructure and services needs to be

filled in DPI.

The AR submits that the promoter has fulfilled all the above deficiencies except for
grant of fire scheme approval and N0Cs from various agencies like storm water
drainage. Legal opinion with regarding to charging of late fee from Sh.Venkat Rao,

Advocate as well as Mrs. Geeta Rathee Singh, L0, HAREM, CCM. However, the
opinion from Sh. Venkat Rao, Advocate is yet to be received and he has assured to
give within next 3 days.

ln view of same the case is ad.journed to 10.08.2021.

sr-k,-r. v.l-
(Member)

Dr. K.K. Khandelwal
(Chairman)
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Vijay l6mar Goyal
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